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There’s nothing much at Kendrew, south of Graaff-Reinet.
Those who drive through the area today see almost no sign
of life at the apparently abandoned railway siding and, like
most “ghost towns”, the place sets them wondering.

Graaff-Reinet

Aberdeen

Kendrew

A little research will reveal that this place had a rich history interwoven
with tales of a young American who once peddled hairclips and
newspapers in the Bowery, in New York, to supplement his family’s
income. From these humble beginnings, he became a significant
entrepreneur in South Africa. He rose to become a financier, a pioneer of
the South African film and entertainment industry as well as a land and
property developer.
He was Isadore William Schlesinger, simply known as IW, and some
considered him to have “the Midas touch.”
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In the 1920s, IW persuaded the Government
to allow him to sell an irrigation scheme at
Kendrew.
But this turned out to be one of the most
deceptive advertising scams this country has
ever seen.

Business dynamo: IW Schlesinger

AN AMERICAN WITH THE MIDAS TOUCH
IW Schlesinger was a short, stout, sturdily built man, with a forceful and dynamic personality
coupled to boundless physical energy. He was always impeccably dressed, devoured all kinds
of reading material, and seemed to have unlimited ideas.

IW was born in New York in 1871. He was the
second son of 10 children born to of Abraham
Schlesinger, a Hungarian-Jewish immigrant.

Abraham and his brother, Moritz, had moved from an area in Europe - which was to become
Czechoslovakia - where their family owned a sawmill in the Carpathian mountains. The mill,
however, was too small to support the entire family so the brothers opted to go to the United
States. Once there, they worked as wood cutters. Then Abraham started a cigar factory and
later a bank.
By the time IW was 18, he stood 1.58 metres tall, was known as "Little Man" and was already
a significant force in the South African business world.
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IW’s AFRICAN ADVENTURE
In 1894, against his family’s wishes, he came to seek his fortune on the South African
goldfields. By the time he arrived in Johannesburg, he was almost penniless. Gold mining did
not work out for him, so he took a job as a travelling salesman marketing mainly “American
goods”.
Then, realising there was more money to be made in insurance, he joined Equitable Insurance
Company. He was a great success, topped all records and within two years he had earned
£1,000 in commission by selling policies to travellers. This allowed him to gain a detailed
knowledge of the country and its people. He returned to America during the Anglo-Boer War
and from there went to Ireland.
After the war he returned to Johannesburg and launched a property firm which developed
such areas as Orange Grove, Houghton, Killarney, Parkhurst, and places much further afield.
He also established the African Life Assurance Company (1904) and went on to develop wideranging business interests in insurance, farming and newspapers in South Africa.
In 1905, he bought the financially struggling Robinson South African Bank, which had been
founded by JB Robinson. He converted it into the Colonial Banking and Trust Company which
specialised in small business loans.

JB Robinson’s bank in Johannesburg,
which was taken over by IW Schlesinger

In 1913, IW moved into the
entertainment business. He
bought
Johannesburg’s
insolvent Empire Theatre for
£60,000, and turned it into the
flourishing African Consolidated
Theatres.
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He then founded several film production companies, South Africa’s first news reel and radio
stations which grew into the SABC.

A painting of IW Schlesinger by Edward Roworth

One of Schlesinger’s singular scoops was the 1936 African Air Race to promote the South
African Empire Exhibition. It was based on the highly successful 1934 Australian MacRobert
Air Race, but it was unfortunately limited to British aircraft and British pilots. Prize money of
£10 000 was on offer. The race took place from Portsmouth in England to Johannesburg – a
distance of just under 10 000 km. A total of 14 planes entered; nine actually started and only
one finally finished. The other competitors backed out or crashed en route. Two intrepid
airmen were killed. There was some criticism in the Press, but one newspaper reporter said:
"The generous and well-meaning Mr Schlesinger deserved better."

Advertisement
for
the
African Air Race – one of
Schlesinger’s more exotic
and ill-fated ventures
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A REMOTE RAILWAY SIDING
In the meantime, IW had moved into farming, acquired 80 000 sheep, pioneered large
pineapple plantations, and established a canning factory. This move into farming led him to
Kendrew, a railway siding on the Karoo plains south of Graaff-Reinet.

The railway line from Aberdeen to Graaff-Reinet, with Kendrew situated half-way.
The railway was constructed in
the 1880s. It reached GraaffReinet in 1879, and Kendrew
Siding was probably completed
in 1888
Kendrew railway siding, Circa
1895

Images:
Transnet Heritage
Library
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Karoo railways and trains were an essential form of transport, and exert a fascination for
enthusiasts till today.

A train transports petroleum to Graaff-Reinet, a distribution hub, in 1971. Travelling north from
Aberdeen, the locomotive had just been opened up for the last lap into Graaff-Reinet.
Image: Charles Lewis

A MISLEADING BROC HURE
In the early 1920s, IW bought farmland from Reg Holmes as well as other adjoining land. He
established The African Irrigated Land Company with himself as chairman. In 1921, IW’s new
Company began work on the Van Ryneveld Pass Dam and its canal system. It completed this
impressive task in 1925. As soon as water became available, IW began advertising an
elaborate irrigation farming project at the remote railway siding at Kendrew.
The portion with the best water was set aside for The African Irrigated Land Company and the
remaining ground was divided into plots for sale. A brochure was compiled depicting orange
groves and lush lucerne lands. It showed a bustling town, farms, citrus orchards, a movie
theatre, lucerne mill, fruit drying plant as well as cheese and bacon factories.
To lure potential buyers to Kendrew, IW published pictures of vineyards, cattle in verdant
pastures, and flourishing gardens.
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He also included a picture of one of
Graaff-Reinet’s
feather
palaces,
Avondrust, which he misleadingly
captioned “a typical residence of
Kendrew”.
Avondrust, Graaff-Reinet –
A not-so-typical architectural style in
Kendrew,
advertised in IW’s brochure

This up-beat publicity would prove to be seriously misleading.

WAR VETERANS ANSWERED THE CALL
The brochures were distributed in Britain where ex-servicemen of WWI were finding it
difficult to settle down or find employment in the miserable conditions of post war Britain.
These war veterans were keen on investing their “grants”. They were assured that 30 acres
plus an additional 200 for grazing would be more than adequate for a thriving Karoo farm.
They were also told that the climate was healthy and that even in a severe drought, imported
sheep would keep their condition, “even where native springboks succumbed”.
The veterans’ gratuities enabled them to buy plots at Kendrew, in the hope of a better life.
They came from all walks of life. Most disembarked at Port Elizabeth, took a train to GraaffReinet and Kendrew. One group that arrived on a hot, windy August day, saw the tumble
weed careening across the veld in thick clouds of dust, and promptly returned to Port
Elizabeth. But some stayed, and some even died there.

DRANK THE HOTEL DRY
Delighted with the response to his advertisement, IW opened a hotel to accommodate “the
settlers” while their houses were being built on the plots they had bought. The place was not
quite what had been advertised, but they reckoned they were here now, so while the houses
were being built and the fruit trees were being planted, some did their best to settle down
and make a new life.
Other arrivals, fresh from the excitement of WWI seeking more excitement, did not knuckle
down to hard dusty work. While waiting for the scheme to take root, they had nothing better
to do than drink, and they drank the temporary hotel dry. Then as a diversion from their
boredom, when a train passed by, they would invade the dining car, and gulp down double
and triple brandies and whiskeys. If they still had spare capacity by the time the train was
due to leave, they would delay its departure by uncoupling coaches and continuing their spree
until their thirsts were quenched. They wiled away their boredom by playing bridge and a
variety of other card games.
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“TIFFIN TIME” AT KENDREW
By 1926, almost 150 people lived at Kendrew and for a while, life was grand – at least for
some. Even after realising that they had been duped, most British citizens who had arrived,
made the best of things. As some settlers had been stationed in India, “tiffin time” (pleasant
afternoon tea and snacks) was introduced.
The Kendrew country club came into being and it had a bar, fully licensed; a library; a lounge;
a dance hall; and a caretaker/barman’s cottage. It did not lack a social atmosphere. Dances
were well attended and Kendrew became quite a place to visit. Its club gained such a
reputation that it became out of bounds to respectable young Graaff-Reinet ladies. The New
Years’ parties at the Club were legendary. Tennis courts, a cricket field, a swimming dam and
a gravel golf course were constructed. A golf championship offered trophies to be won. In
time, the fruit trees yielded some harvests. A dried fruit factory sprang up. Peaches and
apricots were sent to the canning factories at Port Elizabeth.
A seven-teacher primary school was established. There was a “bioscope” (movie theatre) that
doubled as a church on Sundays.
The town and surrounds had some very interesting characters, tutors, dancing instructors and
music teachers. Rev Lovely arrived on his motorbike at least once a month to conduct services
for the Church of the Province even though there would sometimes be only one person at
church, he always came.
Graaff Reinet’s Dr Thomas Te Water served the area. He
once received a telegram: “Come to Kendrew by tonight's
train. Three children very ill. One in dying state.”

The dedicated Dr Thomas Te Water of Graaff-Reinet

Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Pollard, the epitome of a gentleman,
arrived at Kendrew in the 1930s. He was said to have married
Lady Rhoda Pollard to take her out of England to prevent a
scandal involving one of the Royal princes. During the
depression, she left Kendrew, never to be seen again, but he
remained. He died in 1938 in Simonstown.

Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Pollard
(1968-1938)
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There were the Kenwoods, Clem and Oswald Cawood, David Stern and Grieg, a tea planter
from India, who said “there’s no money to be made in Kendrew, but it is the best place in the
world for rheumatism”. He built a house, married and settled in the village.
Then there was Charles and Mabel Galloway who left Scotland to start on new life on a farm
in Kendrew in 1924. They sailed from Southampton, docked at Algoa Bay and then travelled
to by train to their new home where their son was born two weeks after their arrival. Charles
built a house, planted apricot trees and tried his best to make a go of things, which, by all
accounts he did until his farm ran out of water. But for Mabel, it was a different story. By all
accounts she spent a bit too much time partying and after a while found Kendrew too “small”
for her lifestyle, so, she eventually got on a train and disappeared to Cape Town, never to be
seen again. Charles loved playing golf, so, when his farm failed, he moved into town and
became the golf pro at Kendrew Golf Club.

FROM RUSSIA TO THE KAROO
The Wartzes were another interesting family. Wilhelm Wartze’s father was an officer in
Bismarck’s army, and took part in the war against France in 1870. He married a Scottish
woman, whose brother started an engineering business in Moscow. Young Wartze, known to
all as Billy, was a graduate in Geology from London University and had also then trained as an
engineer. He joined his uncle in Moscow where he and his brother became steel magnates.
Billy married the daughter of a British diplomat. She had been teaching English in Poland.
When WW1 broke out, as Germans, Billy and his brother were interned and sent to a camp
somewhere near the Caspian Sea.
At every stop they threw dead bodies off the train. Billy became ill, but because they still had
some money, they were able to bribe the guards and escape. After the war, they managed to
get out of Russia and go to England as his wife’s family had in the meantime returned home.
Her parents had one of the Kendrew brochures. They decided to come to South Africa, buy
one of the plots and start a new life. This worked out and they even invited her parents to
join them, but it seems that she died before this could happen.

ROYAL VISITORS
Between 1910 and 1943, five VIPs representing the British crown visited South Africa, and
because of the railway line, several passed through Kendrew. Among them was Prince Arthur,
Duke of Connaught, Queen Victoria’s third son, who had come to South Africa in 1910 to open
the first parliament of the newly formed Union. (In 1920 he visited again to open Chapman’s
Peak Drive.)
Another was Princess Alice, a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, and her husband, Alexander
Cambridge, the 1st Earl of Athlone and 4th Governor General of South Africa (1924 – 1930).
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Then, in 1947, despite hectic itinerary, King
George VI, Queen Elizabeth and princesses
Elizabeth (currently Queen Elizabeth II) and
Margaret managed to visit many tiny places along
the rail. Kendrew was one.
There they overnighted on a specially
constructed siding named “Koningsrus”, and they
set aside some time to meet the locals.

The handsome Royal Family, 1947

Koningsrus siding, with the royal White Train, 1947
Image: https://atom.drisa.co.za
It was the first visit to a dominion by the sovereign after the war, and the first visit by a British
royal family to any dominion. Many little platteland towns, and railway sidings, like Kendrew,
felt thoroughly honoured to be visited and much time was spent teaching young girls to
present flowers and to curtsey.

THE BEGINNING OF THE END
The Great Depression of the 1930s combined with one of the worst droughts in 90 years. With
all this misery came a noxious weed, called Satansbos (silverleaf nightshade). It was
accidentally imported with pig feed from South America. This was the beginning of the end.
The dreadful weed polluted the area and badly affected farming.
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The dreaded Satansbos

In time, the club house, the once wonderful place of delightful parties, was demolished. The
railway station again became a siding, the Post Office turned into a shop, but the church
remained as a social centre where tea and coffee was served at the monthly services. The
fruit trees died and the dried fruit factory became a memory. The “Company” was gone, along
with many of the settlers – although several of the hardy descendants still remain.
IW Schlesinger is now only a distant memory. He married Mabel May, a well-known
Johannesburg actress in his African Film Productions. They had one son, John.

Mabel
May,
in
Schlesinger film, 1918

a

During his last years, IW was badly afflicted by arthritis. While proud of his second homeland
and his achievements, he never gave up his American citizenship.
The notable pioneer of Kendrew was ultimately the chairman of at least 90 companies over
his 55 years in business. He died in 1949 and was buried on the Zebediela Estate, which he
had founded. Kendrew does not rank as his most notable achievement – but it was certainly
eccentric and colourful.
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LIGHTING THE CORNERS OF THE MIND
“Memories light the corners of my mind / Misty water-coloured memories of the way we
were”… So goes the lyrics of a famous song ,and an article in Karoospace in 2013 certainly set
this happening. Entitled Kendrew’s Forgotten Past, it told the story of the village and brought
a flood of memories to many people, some as far afield as Australia and New Zealand.

A railway
through it …

runs

Image: Roche Smith

“Kendrew was the best part of my life,” wrote one erstwhile resident; “Without Kendrew I
am nothing,” said another; and yet and other stated: “My grandmother was a Kendrew and
she always told me that there was a place in South Africa named after her grandfather who
was the chief engineer on the proposed Cape to Cairo railway.” People recalled ghost stories,
beautiful girls, hardworking farmers, like the Charles family who lived on the main estate and
also owned Hotel Charles at Klipplaat.

The old school, with its
dignified architecture
Image: Roche Smith

Good times were spent on farms such as Doorskraal. Willows, Wheatlands, Rooiberg,
Brandkraal, Duikerdoorns, Herbou, Stapleford, Charwood, and Bloukrans, came to the fore
with memories of endurance and trail riding. One recalled pedalling a bicycle several
kilometres to town simply to buy sweets at the Karoo Winkel, which was started by the
Parkers, but acquired by the Van Vuurens. They were the family of Tannie Katie “the cat lady”.
One of their family members, Frans, helped to build the Aberdeen church tower.
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The Wrights, the Whites, the Mackeys, the Oldhams and the Olperts all come to mind. So did
Major and Mrs McQueen, Captain and Mrs Day, Commander and Mrs Rae, and Jeff Anderson
(who went to Port Elizabeth and started Anderson’s Nurseries), and the Twiggs who suffered
a great tragedy when their small daughter was crushed to death by a garage door. Jack Coutts
and his wife put Kendrew on the map with their succulent plant nursery.
Miss Anna van Bok was the
postmistress for many
years. Miss van Eck took
over during WWII and
always telephoned the
locals when there was a
letter from “up north”. She
collapsed one day just as
she was finishing up, was
rushed to hospital but died
of pneumonia that night.
The old Kendrew Post Office
An evocative painting by
Stephen Le Roux Parsons

The same
building,
now derelict
Images:
Roche Smith

Peeping in at the window brings
back many memories …
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And then there were the Ramsays who had four sons: Bill, the eldest, went to Edinburgh
University and became professor of Chemistry; James studied Forestry in Scotland and went
to Ghana (the then Gold Coast); Andrew studied Engineering also at Edinburgh University,
joined the Royal Engineers in WWII and was killed in North Africa; and Allan, the youngest,
studied Aeronautical Engineering.
The little church, now in ruins, was central to many a tale. “The church of my childhood was
a corrugated-iron building not far from the railway line. It was originally Schlesinger’s office,”
said one. “The church was just after the turn off to Marais-Siding just before the level crossing.
The first house belonged to Oom De Beer, and across the mud furrow – in which we played was Oom Serfontein’s house. Further down the road was the hotel which later became a
room-letting place.
Then there was the butchery, the country club, the Post Office, telephone exchange, and the
railway station. The station master, Oom Crouse, always saw to it that children safely boarded
the train to school each Monday morning and welcomed them back on Friday afternoons. The
old corrugated-iron store caught fire and burnt to the ground - only the pepper trees
survived.”

Access road from
Graaff-Reinet

Childhood memories were made, sprinkled with farm holidays, climbing wind-mills, charcoal
cool boxes, donkey carts, fishing in the Sundays River, trapdoor spiders and trips to GraaffReinet for haircuts. The thrill of Guy Fawkes, the excitement of Long John Silver coming down
the river bearing treasures for unforgettable Christmas parties, a variety of sports challenges,
hot summers, bitter winters, collecting sheep shearers and emergency feed at the station and
delivering wool bales for transport to Port Elizabeth.
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The railway platform and a rusty gate
Image: Roche Smith

“Of course some settlers were ‘bad eggs’”, wrote one former resident. “Many soldiers did not
manage to settle down after WWI, but that had nothing to do with Kendrew. My father said
most of the hooligans left and pointed out that many worthy people came from Kendrew.
MacArthur, for instance, became mayor of Port Elizabeth, and Barrie later owned a garage in
Rondebosch. The story took all the former residents down memory lane filling their hearts
with longing for the times that were in the old Karoo. And so it generally goes, they say “you
can take the people out of the Karoo, but you can never take the Karoo out of the people”.

AN ANCIENT IMPACT CRATER
There’s a very interesting spot near Kendrew. It is Kalkkop (“lime hill”) impact crater on the
farm Bulrivier, the home of Jurgen and Jenell Smith. The Smith family have been part of this
5 000ha farm for seven generations. The original farmhouse was built in 1833. Just getting to
this very remote, lonely, low limestone hill among the sandstones and mudstones is
challenging and requires quite a bit of skilful driving on at least 70km of dirt roads. Some of
these roads wind and twist and eventually end up as ”twee-spoor-paadjies” (double track
paths). But those who are up for the challenge will not be disappointed. It is a beautiful, offthe-beaten-track piece of the Karoo.
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Kalkkop Crater

Prehistoric event: The Kalkkop Crater

The crater was formed by a 20-metre-wide meteor, which crashed into the earth about
250,000 years ago during the Pleistocene Period and left a crater 640 metres in diameter and
90 metres deep. After some time, a shallow pool of salty water was formed at the bottom.
This evaporated and left a layer of limes which turned into stone. Over the years more water
flowed into the pool and each time dried up leaving a deposit of lime behind.
As the years passed and the Karoo region grew drier, the process continued and gradually the
limestone built up, layer upon layer until it filled the crater, and grew up over the edge to
form an insignificant little hill about 3 metres high.
Today, only a weathered circular ridge – the rim of the crater - is visible on the surface.
This fascinating spot was discovered in the 1940s when aerial photos revealed a perfectly
circular white deposit. This was presumed to be a crater of volcanic origin.
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In 1947, a mining company
drilled a hole in the koppie.
It revealed remarkably
pure limestone down to a
depth of about 90 metres.

A Google Earth Image of
Kalkkop Crater

However, it was not until 1969, after Man landed on the moon, that this was thought to be
an impact crater. This was only confirmed in 1992 when another borehole was sunk in the
centre of the Kalkkop crater to a depth of 152 metres. Drilling was suspended for a while and
later extended to 380 metres.
Below that lies fragmented, but typical Karoo rocks – those that were shattered by the impact.
This drilling operation also revealed a great deal of scientific information about the rock
formations of the crater. This 1992 drilling operation was the first time that the “osmium
isotope systematics” technique was used to confirm the impact origin of a crater anywhere
on Earth.
Kalkkop is one of four confirmed impact sites in South Africa. The others are at Vredefort,
Marokweng in the Kalahari – which is virtually invisible - and Tswaing near Pretoria.
Like the Kalkkop Crater, Kendrew is receding into the past.
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Tracks leading out of Kendrew – a forgotten railway, leading nowhere
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